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To the base of Mount Everest
by Dr. Jed Winder
Tooele Vision Center

“Somewhere along the line, we seem to
have confused comfort with happiness.”
-Dean Karnazes

A

s many of you know I really enjoy
an adventure that challenges me;
whether it is swimming from
Alcatraz, doing a double crossing of the
Grand Canyon in a day or being a husband
and father of 5 children where I currently
have one in each level of school from preschool to university; all the while running
my business – Tooele Vision Center as an
optometrist. For as long as I can remember I have had on my life list the dream of
going to Nepal and trekking to the base of
Mt Everest. After several years of dreaming and planning I recently returned home
from fulfilling that wonderful opportunity
where I had the chance to lead a group of 9
family members and friends to this amaz-

ing place. It was so incredible to spend 2
weeks on one of the world’s most famous
trails which begins with a flight from Kathmandu to Lukla Nepal, the “most dangerous airport in the world” (one of shortest
runways in the world literally perched on
the side of the mountain). We would hike
86 miles in 11 days as we passed though
many Sherpa villages, sleep in local “tea
houses” along the way, experience the
strong Buddhist culture, and ascend up the
Khumbu glacier valley to an elevation of
18,300ft on Kala Patther to view the mighty
Mt Everest (at 29,029ft). We would interact
with many other travelers from around the
world; eat lots of rice, curry, and noodles,
and sip hot herbal teas ever few hours. We

Jed Winder above Namche (above) and at the base of Mt. Everest (left).

would pass many Buddhist prayer wheels
to spin, see prayer flags blowing in the
breeze, walk by countless engraved stones
all of which had the Om Mani Padme
Hum sacred mantra written, we even had
the opportunity to visit with the lama of
Pangboche in their 600 year old monastery.
Twice we were presented with their “kata”
scarf blessing us with good fortune in our
trek.
The people are so generous, kind and
hard working. There are no roads con-

Calendar of Events
Chamber Golf Tournment
Friday, June 9
Oquirrh Hills Golf Course
Chamber office will be closed
Flag Day
Thursday, June 14
Women In Business
Tuesday, June 13, 8:00 am
TATC
Bring Your Own Breakfast
Arts Festival
Thursday - Saturday, June 15-17
At the park on Vine and 200 West
in Tooele
Father’s Day
Sunday, June 17, 2017
Chamber Luncheon
Wednesday, June 21
Lunch will begin at 11:45 a.m.
At the TATC
RSVP by June 16 – it’s FREE
882-0690
Corporate Games Team Briefing
Wednesday, June 21
5:30 pm - Chamber Office
All Team Captains
Selfie Day
Wednesday, June 21
PTSD Awareness Day
Tuesday, June 27

necting theses dozens of villages and so
everything is either carried on the backs of
men or yak. Our lodge owner in Namche
Bizarre at 10,200ft when I asked how he got
his refrigerator (because it was the only one
we saw) said someone had to carry it the 11
miles on their back! Higher up the amenities get scarce and you don’t have toilets
other than pits, beds with only a mattress
to lay your sleeping bag on, no warmth
SEE EVEREST PAGE 4 ➧

Military vets are not the only ones affected by PTSD

P

ost-traumatic stress disorder symptoms may start within one month
of a traumatic event, but sometimes
symptoms may not appear until years after
the event. These symptoms cause significant problems in social or work situations and in relationships. They can also
interfere with your ability to go about your
normal daily tasks.
PTSD symptoms are generally grouped
into four types: intrusive memories, avoidance, negative changes in thinking and
mood, and changes in physical and emotional reactions. Symptoms can vary over
time or vary from person to person.
Intrusive Memories Symptoms
• Recurrent, unwanted distressing
memories of the traumatic event
• Reliving the traumatic event as if it
were happening again (flashbacks)
• Upsetting dreams or nightmares about
the traumatic event

• Severe emotional distress or physical
reactions to something that reminds
you of the traumatic event

• Difficulty experiencing positive emotions
• Feeling emotionally numb

Avoidance Symptoms
• Trying to avoid thinking or talking
about the traumatic event
• Avoiding places, activities or people
that remind you of the traumatic event

Changes in physical and emotional
reactions Symptoms (also called arousal
symptoms)

Negative changes in thinking and mood
Symptoms
• Negative thoughts about yourself,
other people or the world
• Hopelessness about the future
• Memory problems, including not
remembering important aspects of the
traumatic event
• Difficulty maintaining close relationships
• Feeling detached from family and
friends
• Lack of interest in activities you once
enjoyed

SEE PTSD PAGE 2 ➧
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PTSD
Continued from page 1
• Being easily startled or frightened
• Always being on guard for danger
• Self-destructive behavior, such as
drinking too much or driving too fast
• Trouble sleeping
• Trouble concentrating
• Irritability, angry outbursts or aggressive behavior
• Overwhelming guilt or shame
Intensity of symptoms
PTSD symptoms can vary in intensity
over time. You may have more PTSD
symptoms when you’re stressed in general,
or when you come across reminders of
what you went through. For example, you
may hear a car backfire and relive combat
experiences. Or you may see a report on
the news about a sexual assault and feel
overcome by memories of your own assault.
When to see a doctor
If you have disturbing thoughts and
feelings about a traumatic event for more
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than a month, if they’re severe, or if you
feel you’re having trouble getting your life
back under control, talk to your doctor or
a mental health professional. Getting treatment as soon as possible can help prevent
PTSD symptoms from getting worse.

suicide attempt, make sure someone stays
with that person to keep him or her safe.
Call 911 or your local emergency number
immediately. Or, if you can do so safely,
take the person to the nearest hospital
emergency room.

If you have suicidal thoughts
If you or someone you know has suicidal thoughts, get help right away through
one or more of these resources:
• Reach out to a close friend or loved
one.
• Contact a minister, a spiritual leader
or someone in your faith community.
• Call a suicide hotline number — in
the United States, call the National
Suicide Prevention Lifeline at 1-800273-TALK (1-800-273-8255) to reach
a trained counselor. Use that same
number and press 1 to reach the Veterans Crisis Line.
• Life’s Worth Living Foundation (435)
248-LIVE (5483) also has support
monthly support group.
• SafeUT APP, free from play store,
University of Utah Mental Health
Professionals
• Make an appointment with your
doctor or a mental health
professional.

Causes
You can develop post-traumatic stress
disorder when you go through, see or
learn about an event involving actual or
threatened death, serious injury or sexual
violation.
Doctors aren’t sure why some people
get PTSD. As with most mental health
problems, PTSD is probably caused by a
complex mix of:
• Stressful experiences, including the
amount and severity of trauma you’ve
gone through in your life
• Inherited mental health risks, such as
a family history of anxiety and depression
• Inherited features of your personality
— often called your temperament
• The way your brain regulates the
chemicals and hormones your body
releases in response to stress

Kinds of traumatic events leading to the
development of PTSD include:
• Combat exposure
• Childhood physical abuse
• Sexual violence
• Physical assault
• Being threatened with a weapon
• An accident
Many other traumatic events also can
lead to PTSD, such as fire, natural disaster,
mugging, robbery, plane crash, torture,
kidnapping, life-threatening medical diagnosis, terrorist attack, and other extreme
or life-threatening events. To some, unexpected fireworks during the holidays can
cause someone to go into crisis!

Risk factors
People of all ages can have post-traumatic stress disorder. However, some factors may make you more likely to develop
PTSD after a traumatic event, such as:
• Experiencing intense or long-lasting
trauma
• Having experienced other trauma earlier in life, such as childhood abuse
• Having a job that increases your risk
of being exposed to traumatic events,
such as military personnel and first

Complications
Post-traumatic stress disorder can
disrupt your whole life — your job, your
relationships, your health and your enjoyment of everyday activities.
Having PTSD may also increase your
risk of other mental health problems, such
as:
• Depression and anxiety
• Issues with drugs or alcohol use
• Eating disorders
• Suicidal thoughts and actions
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Sharron Sturges………………………………………………………………….Equity Real Estate
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Carol Mortenson……………………………………………………………...Academy Mortgage

When to get emergency
help
If you think you may hurt
yourself or attempt suicide,
call 911 or your local emergency number immediately.
If you know someone
who’s in danger of attempting suicide or has made a

New Chamber Members
Mountain Point Pavement
1047 West Hidden Point Drive
West Jordan, Utah 84088
(801)550-0095
Call us for all your asphalt pavement needs! We do
driveways, parking lots, and businesses!

Canyon Home Care and Hospice
1887 N. Aaron Drive, STE D
Tooele, Utah 84074
(435)882-5130
Canyon Home Care and Hospice is a full service
healthcare provider including pharmacy and durable
medical equipment service. Our Hospice Care treats
the physical, emotional, social, and spiritual needs of
the patients and provides compassionate, sensitive
assistance, to your family and caregivers, truly making
us a one-stop shop for your healthcare needs.
J&H Partnership, LLC
288 S. Johnson Ln.

responders
• Having other mental health problems,
such as anxiety or depression
• Having problems with substance
misuse, such as excess drinking or
drug use
• Lacking a good support system of
family and friends
• Having blood relatives with mental
health problems, including anxiety or
depression

The Tooele County Chamber of Commerce
extends a warm welcome to our newest members:

Rush Valley, Utah 84069
(435)241-9267
Commercial Construction that does it all! Just to name
a few we do: Excavation, Plumbing, Asphalt, Concrete,
Roofing, Framing, HVAC, Dry wall, Painting, Welding &
Fabrication, Sheet metal, Hazardous waste handling
and clean-up, and Supply general labor.
Tooele Valley Pumping, LLC
214 W Cimmarron Way
Erda, Utah 84074
(435)830-9672
Tooele Valley Pumping is a Tooele County based
B100 general contractor specializing in septic service.
Services include: Portable toilet rentals, septic tank
pumping, new constructions site evaluation and
percolation testing, Utah State & Tooele County
certified septic designs for new construction and
existing septic system replacement. Sewer and
waterline repairs and installs.

Chamber Member Renewals

The Tooele County Chamber of Commerce would like to thank the following members for their continued support and for renewing their
membership during the past month. A list of all Chamber members can be found at www.tooelechamber.com

America First Credit Union
972 North Main Street
Tooele, Utah 84074
(435)243-6687
American Family Insurance-Curt
Warnick
506 North Main Street
Tooele, Utah 84074
(435) 833-9541
Kidsville Early Learning Center
222 West Main Street

Grantsville, Utah, 84029
(435) 884-1234
Rocky Mountain Therapy Services
822 East Main Street #16
Grantsville, Utah 84029
(435) 884-0324
DDI Vantage
165 South Main Street #200
Tooele, Utah 84074
(435) 833-0725

Peterson Industrial Depot
1485 West James Way
Tooele, Utah 84074
(435)843-8317
Northpointe Surgical Center
2326 N. 400 E., STE 100
Tooele, Utah 84074
(435)843-0180
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Here for you ... all seasons

435.775.9973

tooelemedicalgroup.com

REBEKAH ALDRIDGE, PA

LEVI BACHLER, PA

Family Practice
Grantsville Medical Clinic

Family Practice
Grantsville Medical Clinic

CATHERINE CARTER, NP

BLAINE CASHMORE, MD

Urgent Care at Stansbury
Springs

SAMARA LAZERNICK, MD
OB/GYN
Wellsprings Women’s Care

DAVID BOWMAN, DO
Urgent Care at
Stansbury Springs

RUSSELL DAVIS, FNP

CASSIE BROADHEAD, PA

JEFF CARLSON, DPM

Orthopedics & Sports
Medicine
Tooele Medical Group

Podiatry
Tooele Medical Group
Foot & Ankle

JAKE DAYNES, DO

CURT DUSTIN, FNP

General Surgery
Oquirrh Surgical Services

Family Practice
Stansbury Springs Health
Center

Orthopedics & Sports Medicine
Tooele Medical Group

Family Practice
Mountain View Health Care

STEVEN RICH, DO

MEGAN SHUTTSKARJOLA, MD

SCOTT STERN, DO

RONALD TRUDEL, MD

Pediatrics
Wellsprings Pediatrics

OB/GYN
Wellsprings Women’s Care

Gastroenterology

Internal Medicine
Mountain View Health Care
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Everest
Continued from page 1
but from a common stove that burnt yak
dung for heat since we were above tree
line, no water except that which is boiled
or purified (a general rule the entire trip),
and only wet wipes to clean yourself with.
It was remote, rugged and amazing to see
how these Nepalese people have lived for
centuries. In many ways, time not only
stood still it was as if we were transported
back in time. Of course the mountains
were unbelievable! I loved the feeling of
being high in the mountains and yet still
having to look way up to see these mighty
sentinel peaks watching us as we travel
along their base. There is a sense of reverence and awe as you feel dwarfed by their
snow capped majesty.
Any time you visit a 3rd world country
you are reminded of the quote above about
confusing comfort with happiness. Living
with these strong, humble people of the
Himalayans where the average income for
the entire year is only $700 and living conditions are very rough you see how happy
they are; how generous and lovely their attitude towards all mankind is. We think we
need a lot of “stuff ” to make us happy, but
we don’t. In fact, living outside of my comfort zone and days of hiking to high elevation without any of the comforts of home
really stripped me of the strappings of the
world and helped me realize how easily
happiness comes. The journey became
a great analogy for life and the paths we
travel daily. Why not just fly to the top, and
make it easy? You cannot. To get that high
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in elevation requires planning, training and
time. Without acclimating the elevation
would cause tremendous pain, headache,
nausea and failure. Your body, even with all
of the right gear, must have time for erythropoiesis (the creation of new red blood
cells) to carry the limited oxygen-50%
compared to at sea level. It is a step-by-step
ascent of growth, effort, change, teamwork,
following a guide and having the challenge
shape you into a better version of yourself.
The rocky uphill path reminded me of the
Stoic wisdom, “The obstacle in the path becomes the path. Never forget, within every
obstacle is an opportunity to improve our
condition.” We don’t want an easier, more
comfortable path in life. We want the steep
climb to the grand vista’s and growth. This
was the lesson from our Sherpa guide Tili,
who had summited Everest 7 times!
Our guides and porters desired only to
make our trek the best experience possible. Kaji would always say, “no problem”
to anything we asked. Our guide down
Tili, would say “100%” to any request we
had. Often the assistant guides Dawa and
Pima would carry some of our day packs
if they saw us struggling. Their “authentic customer service” was evident on our
hardest morning when we got up at 3:30am
from the worlds highest village at 17,200ft
to climb a small peak called Kala Patther. It
is across the Khumbu glacier from Everest
and gives one the best view of the mighty
summit. It had snowed the night before
and was very cold in the dark hours as we
climbed to 18,300ft to watch the sunrise on
Everest. The wide glacier valley lined with
massive Himalayan peaks at near 29,000ft
was breathtaking (literally also because
of the high altitude). As we sat at the top
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On the way to the base camp.

watching the sun rise Dawa our Sherpa
pulled out of his backpack a large thermos
of hot tea, we couldn’t believe it! He had
gotten up extra early to make it, and then
carried it all the way up knowing it would
warm us and give us energy, making the
top that much better. It did! We were all
warmed and rejuvenated. As Chamber
members, are we going the extra mile for
our customers? Are we giving them more
value then they planned on or expected?
Do we surprise them with service that
“makes their day”? I hope so!
We are all trekking along this path of
adding value to others through our business and family. Each day is an adventure as we work hard at developing deep

relationships with one another in order to
provide exceptional service to those who
rely on us with our expertise, skills and
heart. I really appreciated the experience
I had in Nepal and will be grateful for the
way it made me see suffering and survival;
and created a shared bond with others not
of my faith, language or lifestyle. My eyes
were opened to how vast and complex the
world is, and how important it is to savor
the moments in life.
Dr. Jed Winder is an optometrist at Tooele
Vision Center (300 S. Main St), and has
been a past Ambassador, and Board member. He served as Chairman of the Chamber
of Commerce Board in 2012.

Things to do in the month of June!
Date Time
Place
2
7 pm
Aquatic Center Park
			
5
12-1
Timpie Park,
		
Dow James
		
and Elton Park
9
7 pm
Aquatic Center Park
9-10		
Various
15-17 10-dusk
Aquatic Center Park
			
			
			
			
			
			
16
7 pm
Deseret Peak
23
6 pm
Aquatic Center Park
24
7 am
Aquatic Center Park
7 pm
Deseret Peak
30			
			
			
July
1
Dusk-10 pm Stansbury Observatory
			
3
8 pm
Deseret Peak
4
7:30 am
Veterans Park
9 am
Tooele Main St
11 am
Grantsville Main St
8 pm
Deseret Peak
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Activity
Fridays on Vine – Free lawn concert every Friday
tooelecity.org/artscouncil for concert info
Free lunch for 0-18 years, Monday – Friday
Provided by Tooele County School District Food Services

Ambassador of the Quarter
Congratulations are in order for Carlos Adkins for being our Ambassador of the Quarter! Carlos goes out of his way to support our
County by attending as many meetings, luncheons, and events as he
can! Thank you for all you do Carlos! You are very appreciated!

Fridays on Vine – Free lawn concert every Friday
Garden Show
Arts Festival
With over 20 food vendors and 45+ visual artists this is a great
family event with free admission. The children’s art yard has
free activities for the little ones.There is entertainment
throughout the event both night and day.
Check out tooeleartsfestival.org or the Facebook page for
the entertainment schedule.
Down and Dirty Barrel Race
Kids triathlon
Sprint Triathlon
Kings of Destruction Demolition Derby – gates open at 5
4th of July celebrations begin see tooelecity.org and
grantsvilleut.gov for details. There are events every night
beginning June 30th ending July 4th.
Open house and star party
Salt Lake Astronomical Society slas.us
Bit-N-Spur Rodeo
Breakfast with the Chamber $5 per person
Parade
Parade
Bit-N-Spur Rodeo and fireworks

Deseret Peak is open! Check out deseretpeakcomplex.com for a calendar of events and hours.
The Bensen Gristmill is open Thursday – Saturday 10 am – 6 pm.
Our canyons are open! Both day, overnight and hook up camping is available. For more information and to
make reservations go to www.co.tooele.ut.us/Facilities/settlementcanyon.htm

Enrolling Now
for 2017-18
School Year

ALL ARE WELCOME
3 Schools in 1
The Tooele Chamber of Commerce would like to thank all of those who came to our informative luncheon with
Britton Bindes from the Utah Labor Commission. There was a lot of good food and information!

I own my
community.
Live in it. Shop in it. Thrive in it.

• Jr High/Middle School
Grades 6th to 8th
• Kindergarten (all day) to 8th
• Preschool/Prekindergarten
(all day or half day)

15 S. 7th Street • Tooele
(435) 882-0081
Se habla español

www.stmargschool.org
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Preparing your home
for your vacation
by Alison Peterson
Grantsville City Police Department

A

The meaning in a handshake

A

by Jared Hamner
Executive Director

s a young man, we would often
meet as a family to discuss various things that would make a us
a better person. On one of these occasion
my father called the family together and
said, “today we are going to learn to give a
good handshake”. My father believed that
you could tell a lot about a person, just by
shaking that person’s hand. Over the years,
I have found the lesson my father taught us
that day is more true than false. Here are
four points I would like to make about a
“good, bad and ugly handshake”.
1. Aim for a moderate firmness. This is
scientifically referred to as in between bone
crusher and a cold fish. Ok, so I made that
one up–but think about it: the best handshakes are the ones that leave an impression without breaking bones. Think firm
but gentle. Practice on a piece of fruit if
you have too. You shouldn’t be mashing or
breaking the skin on a ripe plum, but your
shake should have a firm enough grip that
the fruit can’t be knocked out.
2. Palms sideways. Don’t go for the
underhand (beggars pose) or overhand
(dominating) approach to handshakes. By
putting your hand in sideways, palm in, this
shows that you and your shaking buddy are
on equal ground. Even though one of you
may have the figurative upper hand, don’t
sell yourself short by giving them the literal

one. Display confidence without arrogance!
3. No sweat. If you are a sweaty one, go
to your interview prepared. No one wants
to have some strangers sweat on them, so if
you tend to have sweaty palms, make sure
you have a napkin or tissue tucked away
somewhere. Be sure to pat your hands as
close to shakin’ time as possible so that
you don’t gross out the hiring manager.
Trust me–this is NOT the way to land your
dream job! (Heavy sweaters should check
out articles on how to prevent or reduce the
effects of sweaty palms.)
4. Handshake Bookends. Sure, you might
start your interview with a firm, wellhandled handshake. One huge mistake job
applicants make is letting that moxie fall
with their goodbye handshake! If your hello
handshake rocks the house (think greeting an A-list actor or the President), but
your good-bye handshake falls flat or never
happens, what kind of impression does
that leave? First impressions are important,
but so are departing ones. Be sure to close
your meeting with a firm, confident shake.
Make your good-bye stand out–you will be
remembered for it!
Listen: In today’s competitive job market,
every moment of an interview counts. You
need to bring your A-game from beginning
to end, and that includes paying attention
to the details. Get the handshake right, and
it could mean the difference between your
dream job–and NO job.

s a police officer, I am constantly
asked the question “I am leaving
on vacation, how can I prepare my
home”? There are a number of simple steps
that can be taken so that you will minimize
any problems that may arise while you are
away.
Probably the most important step you
can take is to keep your home looking lived
in and occupied. An empty home is an invitation to anyone looking to take advantage
of you being gone. You can accomplish this
by doing the following:
• Stop the news paper and the mail. Ask a
friend or neighbor to pick up your mail
or notify the post office and put a hold
on your mail during the time you are
gone. Do the same with the paper.
• Make sure your yard is watered and
trimmed, just as you would do if you
were at home. Set your sprinklers to a
timer if possible or have a neighbor or
friend water on a regular basis. If you’re
gone longer than a normal mowing
cycle, arrange for someone to mow just
as you would during that time. If it is
winter time, arrange to have the snow
shoveled.
• Leave at least one light on inside your
home. Using a light timer can give the
appearance of you being at home. These
are simple to use and can be found in
most stores. A constantly dark home is
an invitation to most burglars so make
sure your outside lighting is on also.
• If possible, park any cars left at the
home inside a garage.
• Make sure your windows are locked. If
your windows have curtains or blinds,
don’t change how they normally look as
a suddenly closed up home may give a
signal of your being gone to those who
are looking for that opportunity.
• Lock all doors, including pet access
doors as these small doors allow accessibility to your home if left unlocked.
The following are additional steps that
you can take to minimize problems while
you are away:
• Notify your bank and/or credit card

T

•
•

•

•

•

companies of your intended vacation
and provide the dates and location.
That way, if you use these accounts
while away, there are no surprises
to you or your financial institution.
Banks may put holds on credit cards or
accounts if unusual activity suddenly
starts showing up, leaving you with
little financial means.
Do not leave any spare keys out where
someone can access them.
Leave good contact information with a
neighbor, friend, or family member. If
possible, leave the address and phone
number of where you are staying with
that responsible person in case of an
emergency situation.
Arrange for the care of your pets as
they have needs too. Don’t just leave
food out with the intent of having your
pet care for themselves while you are
away.
Make sure your smoke detectors are
working and have new batteries. It
seems that smoke detectors are a major
issue with home owners going out of
town. Once a detector activates, the
detector will continue to give off an
audible alarm until it is reset. If that
audible alarm continues for days, this
gives a burglar the signal that no one
is at home and provides them the opportunity they are looking for.
• Unplug computers and small appliances, including T.V’s.

Last but not least:
• We all love social media. However,
announcing to everyone you are going
on vacation, giving dates, times, and
locations of where you will be is just
an open invitation to someone who is
looking for the opportunity to victimize
you and your home.
• With that said, contact your local law
enforcement agency and advise them of
the dates you will be out of town. Extra
patrols can be conducted in the area of
your home until you return which can
deter anyone looking for vacant homes
to enter.
Planning ahead for your vacation can
be the best success to keeping your home,
valuables, and pets safe.

Women In Business

his group is designed to help business owners, managers, supervisors
and those women looking for support in the business world. As women in
business we have a different set of talents
and struggles to contend with and this
group is made up of mentors that are able
to give some real life ideas and encouragement as we navigate the business world.
Our first meeting was on May 9 at 9:09 am
at the TATC and was a great success. Since
it was our first meeting we discussed what

each person would like to get out of the
group and some amazing suggestions were
made. We hope to see more of you at our
next meeting:
Date : June 13
Time: 8:08 am
Place: TATC
Topics of discussion: Favorite recipe (25
copies)
Marketing – local sponsorships
P.S It’s BYOB – Bring Your Own Breakfast
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Peek-a-boo, I see you?

H

aving clear vision can only be
maintained by keeping the eyes
and visual system healthy and
safe. Safety glasses, which have polycarbonate, shatter resistant lenses, can
keep the eyes protected from unforeseen
accidents involving high velocity objects
which may cause permanent damage to
the eyes in children and individuals that
work in certain environments.
Having sunglasses with high quality UV
protection helps maintain eye health at
all ages, but especially in young children
whose eyes, just like their skin, is more
susceptible to damage from the sun’s
harmful rays. Having the correct UV eye
protection can help postpone and even
prevent the early onset of cataracts and
macular degeneration. Having perfect
vision does not just mean seeing the 20/20
line on an eye chart; the eyes must also
be able to work together and focus easily
at all distances in order for us to remain
comfortable and feel that we see clearly.
How the eyes work together is key to being able to learn to read and enjoy it, thus
leading to success in school and at work.
Binocular, or 3-dimensional, vision is
necessary for success in many sports such
as baseball, basketball, and tennis.
Most children will never complain
about their vision. Many children with
sub-normal vision can compensate to
a degree, but even then they may avoid
reading or near tasks, perform poorly at
sports and in school, and have trouble
paying attention. With a visit to your local
optometrist, you can know if your child
is actually seeing well. Optometrists can
examine the eyes in children of all ages,
including infants, and determine if their
visual system is functioning appropriately
for their age. It is important to have your
children initially examined with a dilated
eye exam by the age of 2. The dilating
drops are a safe, painless, noninvasive
method for the optometrist to objectively
measure your child’s visual potential and
the health of the eye. Eye health examination includes measuring how the eyes
work together, viewing the optic nerve, the

Chartway Federal Credit Union

retina, and the natural lens inside the eye
to rule out congenital eye health problems,
and determining any factors that could
lead to a “lazy eye” or amblyopia. “Lazy
eyes” can often be corrected by the age of
10 if recognized early enough and treated.
Early detection of many eye and vision
conditions can improve school and sports
performance.
Adults and teenagers can benefit from
annual eye exams also. It is common for
the vision of adolescents and teenagers to
change as they grow, and making sure that
their glasses prescription is correct can be
fundamental to their maintaining a good
school career. For those adults that spend
long hours working on the computer every
day, having the correct prescription as well
as blue light blocking treatments on the
lenses can help decrease eye fatigue, headaches, and minimize dry eye discomfort.
Eye Health Professionals
Dr. Lanny F DuClos
Dr. Bernadette Lynch
88 E 700 N Ste A
Tooele, UT 84074
435-882-6452

Chartway Federal Credit Union is a
great financial institution with local roots
and familiar faces just a new name. Stop

and visit a familiar face and see about your
financial options.

Coulter House

Need a location with character and personality to host your next event? Coulter
House is it! Weddings, family reunion or
business event they have you covered with

indoor and outdoor facilities. Congratulations to Coulter House on their new
addition and Thank You to all those that
attended the ribbon cutting to celebrate.

Rustic Petal
FLORAL DESIGN

48 South Main
Tooele

rusticpetal.net

rusticpetal@gmail.com

3853354404

Tooele
Floral

For All Your Flower Needs

Proudly serving
Tooele and
surrounding
areas.
Family owned
and operated
since 1974.

www.tooelefloral.com

351 NORTH MAIN • TOOELE • 435.882.0669

LLC
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Relief.

If everything you eat
causes pain, it could be
your gallbladder.
Do you suffer from pain in the upper
right or upper middle part of your
stomach after eating? Have you been
told that you have gallstones or should
have your gallbladder removed? If
you answered “yes” to either of these
questions, then you owe it to yourself to
talk to a physician about the signs and
symptoms of gallstones and options for
gallbladder removal, including minimally
invasive and robotic-assisted surgery.

Call 435-843-3643 to schedule an
appointment with Dr. Scott Stern and
learn about your treatment options.

TooeleGastro.com

196 E 2000 N, STE 110,
TOOELE (in Medical Office adjacent to hospital)
Scott Stern, D.O.
GASTROENTEROLOGIST

TooeleMedicalGroup.com

